
MOUNTAIN MAN BREWERY

Created as part of a Case Study Assignment during an internship under Prof. CASE STUDY: Mountain Man Brewing
Company - Bringing the Brand To Light. Variable cost per barrel for Mountain Man Lager is $ For Mountain Man Light it
is $ So, contribution margin is lesser for.

While Mountain Man may keep its existing customer base satisfied, that customer base is being replaced in the
coming years. Second, in the previous six years, light beer sales in the U. While the light beer market would
continue to grow, Mountain Man Beer would be at risk of fading away from public conscience and due to low
visibility among newer, younger consumers. However, to introduce Mountain Man Light, the company would
have to consider a possible cannibalization of Mountain Man Lager by Mountain Man Light that would end up
hurting the sales of its core brand. Through MM light launch MMBC can cope with its major threat of not
attracting new customers towards the company which is the major reason for declining the sales revenue of the
company over the years. Related Papers. But it is important o meet sales revenue in Light MM greater than the
fall in the revenue of larger Beer to compensate the effect of decreasing the main product demand of the
MMBC. As beer contains the high amount of calories it is losing its popularity in new customers, who
preferring less caloric products of the main competitors. This phenomenon leads towards the shrinkage in the
existing market share of the MMBC brand in the competitive environment and no new inflow of the customers
towards the existing product. Its price is similarly with Miller and Budweiser. The final assumption is that the
Light Beer market growth rate is only 0. Moreover, one of the main assumptions that the company will gain
the share only among the domestic producers of the light and premium beer makes the project perspectives
even brighter. The company has only one product of beer known as Mountain Man lager which is produced
under the taste of family trend in a refined way. We also assume that the YoY decline rate is still the same and
the growth rate in the light beer market is slightly lower at 0. Light MM product should marketing through
social and online media so that customers of new age group can easily know about new product of the
company. By , Mountain Man revenues would have declined by 9. So buyers which have a capacity to buy
more in fewer prices now has less power of purchasing the same product with the high price so demand is
contracted due to this factor which ultimately has the impact on the sales revenue of the MMBC overall.
MMBC can utilize its brand equity to develop this new product to its original consumers. No doubt there is
majority type of customers who has been chosen MMBC brand by their heart but still there was a decline in
that segment of the customer and also distributors were preferred other new entrants in the market for a large
number of sales commission earnings. Tobey, Recommendation For companies, it is always a great risk to
introduce its new product with the threat of forgoing sales of its existing flagging product. The disadvantage is
Launching Mountain Man light may alienate the core customer base and ultimately erode and dilute the
Mountain Man brand equity, also the retailers may not grant Mountain Man incremental shelf space and
therefore would substitute cases of light product for the lager product. The U.


